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Long answer questions (uny one out of two):

a) D Define Nephrotic syndrome.

in detail.

b) r) What is meningomyelocele?

ii) Discuss immediate pre operative nursing
newborn with meningomYelocele.

ii) Explain the pathophysiology and clinical manifestation ofnephrotic

syndrome.

iii) Discuss the nursing management of child with nephrotic syndrome

3.

iii) Write the post operative nursing care of meningomyelocele based

on priority 
D

SECTION-B(35Marks)

Short answer question (aoy four out of five):

a) Essential newborn care. .
b) Management ofEnuresis. '

c) Principles of growth and development.

d) Write a short answer on Hemophilia.

e) Value of play in development of a child.
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4, Long answer question (any one out of two) : [1 xls-lsl
a) l) Enumerate the etiology and predisposing factors ofRhematic fever. [4]

ii) Enlistthe clinical features.

iii) Discuss in brief the pharmacological and nursing management in

Rh. fever.

b) t) What is hydrocephalus?

ii) What are the causes of Hydrocephalus?

iii) Write clinical features ofhydrocephalus.

,9 Write pre and post fferatile',,nr,rrqing management of V.P.

surgery.
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SECTION.A & SECTION. B

Use blue/black ball point pen only.
Do not write anything on the blank portion of the question paper.
lf wriften anything, such type of act witt be considered as an aftempt
to resort to unfair means.
All questions are compulsory.
The number to the right indicates fuil marks.
Draw diagrams wherever necessary.
Distribution of syllabus in Question paper is onty meant to cover
entire syllabus wrthin the stipulated frame.,,The euestion paper
pattern is a mere guideline.-euestions cai be asked from any
papels syllabus into any question paper. students cannot ctaim
that the Question is out of syllabus. As it is onry for the placement
sake, the distribution has been done.
Use a common answer book for att sections. '7)
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SECTION -A (40 Marks)

1. Short answer questions (arry five out of six) , ' 
[5 x 5 - 251

a) Management ofAspiration of foreign bodies in children.

b) Management of Cynotic spell in children.
. / ;-,.-,. ,

c) Advantages of breast feeding. ' -*:-

d) Differences between child and adult care.

e) Under five clinic

0 Explain Bitot's spot and its prevention in children.
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